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Why magnets
on walls





MagLiner™
Meet the Swiss army knife of liners

The most versatile and cost-effective way to make
any wall work with magnets.

MagLiner has become the most commonly used material to make
just about any wall work with magnets.

Engineered to provide maximum ferrous content so that magnets
will work through a layer of paint, print, wallpaper, fabric or other
material.



Five ways
MagLiner can
be applied

1. Some like it Raw

Great for raw spaces -
MagLiner has a natural grey
brown matt finish.

2. Prime 'n' Paint

To colour match another wall
or perhaps try a mural.

3. Any Wallpaper

Under any wallpaper and the
design comes to life. 4. Practical under Prints

Used beneath prints for
motivation or interactive fun.

5. Fabulous under Fabric

Beneath fabric and no-one will
expect a magnet to work on the
surface.



MagWrite™
Created to write, erase, grip and project

Edge-to-edge whiteboard surface across any wall
work space with the addition of magnets.

Used in collaboration spaces where ideas and input are highly
valued - projectors, pens and magnets are a powerful combination.

And, like all MagScapes wallcoverings, it is hung with
regular wallpaper adhesive making it fast

and easy for anyone to
install.



Gloss and matt writing
surfaces - same pens
different features

MagWrite Gloss

Smoothest writing experience
and highest sheen - great for
perfect walls.

MagWrite Matt

Better for imperfect walls and
projector use.

MagWrite Contract

A new contract grade material is
being developed to feature a higher
fire rating and be available in
custom lengths - 2018.

To clean MagWrite wallcoverings
use generic whiteboard spray with
microfibre cloth.



MagPaintable™
When colour matching is important

Edge-to-edge coloured walls need a primed base and
ferrous layer to use magnets.

MagPaintable has a canvas surface, specially primed for direct
painting with emulsion paints.



Colour match
any wall with
magnets

Ferrous Options

MagPaintable has a ferrous
backer which works with low
power magnets - it can also be
boosted with a MagLiner base
for stronger magnet use.



MagChalk has moved beyond the classroom to
offices, kitchens and cafes.

Even age-old chalk has been reinvented as a liquid chalk so using this
medium is easier and more colourful.

We believe that with MagScapes new wallcoverings chalk is on
trend for a comeback.

MagChalk™
Chalks and their backgrounds have evolved



1. MagChalk Paint

Eight interesting coloured
chalk paints, ideal for uneven
surfaces.

2. MagChalk Film

Easy stick films ideal for smaller
areas.

3. MagChalk Wallpaper

A matt black ferrous chalk finish,
ideal for large areas and faster
installation - 2018.

Chalks on paints, films
and wallcoverings



MagGlass™
Pantone Coloured Panels

Ideal for uneven walls -
Glass panels make for a
smoother writing experience.

MagGlass Panels float above the walls
using spacers for a clean edgeless finish.

The panels come in ten colours - to
add an interesting splash of colour on
any wall.



MagSteel™
Framed steel panels provide a
hard-wearing and practical solution

When to Use

Panels are great to use if the
wall surface is uneven or you
wish to remove the panel and
use again in another location.

Huge range of Sizes

These panels are available in
the widest range of sizes.
Something for every wall.



MagPrint™Custom
Any image to any size on
just about any material

Using magnets as part of an
interactive wall.

MagPrint has a versatile range of print options
and is used with MagLiner for receptive
strength.

The result is an image applied to a wall with a
range of magnetic uses from branding to
planning to motivational fun.

Speak to a MagScapes team member and let
us know what you have in mind.



Five steps to
realising your
interactive vision

1. Ferrous Base

To enable magnets to work on
a custom print a ferrous backer
is required.

2. Print Materials

Wallpaper surfaces now
include; matt, silk or gloss at
various widths.

3. Print Finishes

Gloss laminates for high
protection.

Matt laminates for non
reflective protection.

Anti-graffiti films for dry-erase
pen use.

4. Installation

MagScapes can recommend
installers or advise your
decorators.

5. Care and Service

All custom prints perform as high
quality wallcoverings so may be
cleaned with damp cloth.



MagPlus™ Magnets
Perfect for photos, plans
or posters

We use the strongest neodymium
magnets for improved grip-force.

MagScapes manufacture a range of MagPlus
Magnets to perform gripping tasks on our
wallcoverings and panels.



Anything is now possible.

MagScapes have pioneered the
'custom magnet making' process to
enable anyone to design and create
a custom magnet.

Tested and proven
materials

Many materials can be used to face a
magnet. We have learned that the
better materials (cork, felt, card,
acrylic, balsa wood) will be easier to
cut, print and be safe against
breakage.

More specifically, we have found
anti-bacteria foams that do all of the
above - and so are ideal for children
and make great magnets.

Talk to a MagScapes team member
about your custom magnet ideas.

MagLite™Custom Magnets
Any design, shape, size or finish



MagFix and MagVOV are our improved adhesive
formulations for professional decorators.

MagScapes manufacture adhesives with an improved blend of
anti-mould fungicides, PVA's and starch ingredients.

Accessories
To adhere, edge, write or erase



We listened
and then created
a whole new
range of trims

12mm Edging Trims

Four neutral colours (chrome,
aluminium, matt black and gloss
white) finishes on 6m rolls to
provide discreet edging for any
surface - 2018.

19mm Edging Trims

New for this year, we have
created wider 19mm trims for
larger areas - 2018.

3M adhesive backer

The new Edging Trims use 3M
backing tape for a secure and
permanent fix.



Press
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